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Today’s Weather
Continued uarm and sunny
but smoggy today and FridaY
High today near 84. Ili... President Humphrey can 1.%iwct smoggy 80 degree weather
when ile speaks at noon tolllllr. .
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Illegal Recruitment Claims
Trigger Campus Response

Radical Curricula
Changes Needed,
Legislator Says
"If you woke up tomorrow. morning and found yourself sitting in my
seat in Sacramento, what would you do?"
,
A.ssemblyrnan John Vasconcellos (D-24th District) directed the
question Wednesday night to an audience of 50 SJS students in 011e of
18 tovvn hall meetings to "enhance communication" with his constituents.
"What issue would yourattack?" he asked students. Vasconcellos’
query drew opinions and suggestions on topics ranging from registration to education.
"Our schools are the most critical and vital institution in our
society," Vasconcellos said. The
public school system is largely irrelevant in our time, he indicated.
INITIATE PROGRAM
"I plan to initiate a program to
delineate what the purpose of
schools in California is," the 34 year-old politician said. There are
five volumes in the education code
of "how to" but not "why,’’ according to Vasconcellos.
A radical change in the curricula and structure of the education system is needed, he indicated.
"We must humanize the system," Vasconcellos said. "We must
let children be human beings and
learn artd grow. This is where our
future lies education."
Vasconcellos, perched on a chemistry table, left the format of the
evening up to his audience. His
suit coat unbuttoned,
hands
JOHN VASCONCELLOS
. . . enhance communication stretched over his head, he pulled
few punches with the students.
Asked if he would accompany
Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey on his visit to the SJS campus, Vasconcellos answered less
than enthusiastically.

Top Film ’Exiles’
Featured Tonight
In Racism Series

The invard-vi inning film "Exilm;" will he shown tonight at 7
in S210.
The film is part of the cOntinuing "Racism: The Death of a
Nation" series sponsored by the
Committee for Inter-Culture Educat ion ( CIE).
After the film, Mrs. Winona
Sample. a Chippewa Indian, vvill
speak fni the problems of ’MUM:
the San Jose area.
The film, vvhich won awards at
the New York Film Festival, the
Golden Ducat, and the San Francisco and London Film Festivals,
tells the story of three young Indians caught between two cultures
as they leave the reservation and
live in downtown Los Angeles.

sl7PPORT HHH
"Yes, I vtill be at SJS with
Humphrey." he ansvvered. "Yes,
I support Ifumphrey pretty strongly now, as it goes along."
"The next four years will he RS
critical as our nation has ever
had," he a.sserted. "I have never
sensed any compassion with Nixon,
and I could not entrust this nation
to him," he explained.
Vasconcellos rates Humphrey’s
chances of winning "somewhere
just above slim."
the regist ration
Concerning
problem at SJS, Vasconcellos said
an investigation by the Assembly
Ways and Means Committee will
be held in mid-November.
It will deal with tnidgeting and
planning, but he dtoubts if any
improvements will he made by the
spring semester.

LAST FALL Nick Kopke was arrested for his
part in the Marine recruiter demonstration. But
at yesterday’s Oxford Union debate he spoke
vigorously on the "pro’’ side of the topic -Resolved: SDS is Detrimental to American Society." While not defending George Wallace, he
said the American Independent Party Candidate is "closer to the minds of the American

4’undhlates vying for two positions on the Academic Council
and four freshman positions on
the Student Council %ill’ give
campaign speeches this aftern.sin f
1:30 to 2:45 on
Sr% enth street.
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Candidates Talk

By SI-SY LYBLE
Spartan Dully Staff Writer
alleged "illegal recruitment" triggered responises yesterday from
Black students eharges
three corners of the SIS campus.
A joint investigation of "illegal reentitment" in the Athletic Departnient will be launched
by Pres. Robert I). Clark and ASB Pres. Dick Miner, ASB Treasurer Dase Ails.man reported to
Stutlent Council yesterday.
Miner received a letter from Dr. Robert T Bronzan, director of athletics, warning that an "public charge" reflecting his (Dr. Bronzan’s) "personal integrity or professional competence"
would result in a suit- Miner read
the statement to council yesterday.
Blacks will participate in the
selection of a liasion between the
Athletic Department and athletes,
Aikman indicated. Fund.s are already available for the liasion.
Pres. Clark and Mel Whitfield,
United Black Students for Action
(UBSA) president, agreed to a
joint investigation corrunittee of
ASB President Dick Miner will papers have endorsed the opposi- three students and three faculty
members, according to Ailonan.
introduce Vice President Hubert tion candidate, Richard Nixon.
The 38th vice president of the
Humphrey tomorrow at noon at
JOLNT APPROVAL
U.S. has supported the present
the SJS drill field.
Flying in from Los Angeles to- administration’s policies until reThe students and faculty will be
morrow, the vice president will be cently when he has said, "I have appointed with the approval of
accompanied by Assembly Speak- pledged that my first priority Whitfield, Dr. Clark, and Miner
er Jess Unruh, Mayor Alioto of as President shall be to end the and "all parties involved," Aikman
San Francisco and Attorney Gen- war and obtain an honorable indicated.
eral Thomas Lynch, the three co- peace."
The findings of the investigating
chairmen Par the California Humcommittee will be submitted to
phrey-Muskie campaign.
Dr. Clark and Miner. "We hope
ALso with Humphrey vtill be
to have the investigation off the
the former Postmaster General,
ground and moving by Friday,"
Lawrence O’Brien, now campaign
Allman said.
manager for the vice president,
Bronzart’s letter read in part:
and Kenneth O’Donnell, former
"Information has reached me that
special a.ssistant to President John
at least one campus organization
Kennedy and President Johnson.
has registered a claim with the
Drat Edwards, congressman for
Student Council . . . that there
the 25th district in San Jose, will
Pete Camejo, senatorial candi- has been ’misappropriation and/or
ride with the vice president from
improper expenditure’ of funds by
the S.J. airport to t.he campus, date fOr the Socialist Workers
the Director of Athletics, and a
where Humphrey plans to deliver Party (SWP) will speak here todemand for EU1 investigation of this
a speech "directly related to the morrow on "Ilie Revolutionary
Answer in ’68, or, How to Defeat claim.
students of &IS."
"Although I do not object to an
Humphrey on his tour through the Three Little Pigs (Humphrey,
inquiry of the administration of
Texas said yesterday in San An- Nixon raid Wallace)."
The speech, sponsored by SJS fiscal matters surpervised by the
tonio, ". . . the federal government will be the model employer Young Socialists Alliance (YSA) Director of Athletics by responsible and authorized authorities, I
of Mexican-Americans," if he is will be in JC141 at 3:30 p.m.
After die speech Camejo will wish to make it clear that any
elect ed.
The ViCe president has been join in a discussion and meeting public charge upon my personal
praised SS a "miracle worker" in for persons interested in the YSA, integrity or professional compeTexas because he ha.s brought said Milton Chee, a YSA spokes- tence will result in the immediate
filing of a civil suit . . . against
the various factions of the Dem- man.
According to Chee, Camejo was the A.ssociated Students of SJSC,
ocratic party together, united be"one of the leaders in the svinning and any or all agencies or perhind him.
The San Francisco Examiner, of Telegraph Avenue, July 4." He sons as may be designated at a
which had previously supported described this as "an example of later time.
Nixon in the 1960 campaign, came victory as a result of a mass
’OBTAIN EXONERATION’
out in support of Humphrey to- movement"
"The
objective of such a sttit
In
the
incident
Young
Socialists
day. The San Francisco Chronicle
would be to obtain exoneration
and both San Jose daily news - fought police for several days
"
behind barricades after claiming from such charges .
Sheila Younge, senior representatheir rights of free speech had
been violated at a rally they held tive, asserted that "UBSA never
in support of a French students charged misappropriation of
funds. That’s not the issue," she
and workers strike.
The confrontations ended with said. The issue is "illegal recruit0 the Socialists being granted a ment," Miss Younge indicated
"We are concerned with student
" erased-off Telegraph Avenue. July
monies being spent properly,"
4, by Berkeley City COuncil.
Planning to set up a local YSA Miner told council. ’We are conchapter at SJS. organizers Joan cerned that ASB funds be exCompiled from Associated Press Fulks and Paul McKnight said pended in a proper and positive
they hope to have an SJS dele- fashion."
WASHINGTON Press Officer
"We will rrrodlikl with all
Robert J. McClosky reported no gation to the nationside convenfacets of the investigation," Miner
progress in the U.S.-North Korean tion in November.
The YSA is the youth of the asserted. In the end personalities
talks regarding the captured memSocialist Workers Party, Mc- may be involved, but we will have
bers of the USS Pueblo.
Knight said. Among stands taken firm legal ground before any facts
An estimated by the SWP are support of the are relea.sed for publication at thr
BERKELEY
1,noo University of California stu- "democratization process" of conclusion of the investigation, dents, prevented from holding a Czechoslovakia, Black na t ional- Miner explained.
Miner also indicated that ASP.
sit-in at Sproul Hall, marched on ism. colonial revolutions, and withofficers are empowered by the stuthe chancellor’s office yesterday drawal from Vietnam.
Persons interested should either dent body and Constitution in
and began one there to protest
the non-eredit status of Illark look for the table on Seventh make sure funds am spent. propPanther Eldridge Cleaver’s class. Street or phone Maryann Urbani erly.
at 295-1320.
LANGAN EXPLAINS
Before a
YUCCA VALLEY
out to get the Ath"Nobrsly’s
approvand
predominately elderly
letic Department," ASR Vice Presing crowd of 4,200, Republican Biafran Association
ident Bill Langan a.ssured council
senatorial randidate Max Rafferty
To Present Benefit
members. The major concern of
said Communists were ntnning
The Riafran Student Association ASS is not the monies hut the instadent demonstrations on state
eamptises. while fortrter Cow. Ed- of Northerri California vtill pre. equities presented to Student
mund G. Brown claimed Cow. sent a festival of Afrienn da.ncing, Council. Langan indicated.
Aikman emphasized that the inReagan is "trying to gain control singing, drumming and exhihition.s
Saturday in an effort to raise vestigation of "illegal recruitof the University of California."
money for Biafran children.
ment" is only orte part. of a threeThe show is scheduled for 8 pronged probe of ASB’s largest
Richard Cardinal
BOSTON
Cushing said he rejected requests p.m. at the Church of the Valley, alloeations of funds.
The treasurer urged any student
from persons closely identified 400 N. Winchester Blvd., Santa
with the late Pres. Kennedy’s ad- Clara. Admission for students is with complaints. concerning the
Athletic Department., Spartan
ministration and others intimately $2, for non -students. $2.50.
The Ctet. 26 presentation
be Daily or the new College Union
related to the Kennedy family to
block the marriage of Jacqueline the third for the fund-raising Ito contact him its the College
event,
Union,
Ketinrd and Aristotle Onassis.

Humphrey To Relate
’Directly’ to SJS

’IT IS A GREAT TRAGEDY," Peari buck told SJS students and
faculty Wednesday night, "that ignorant men with powerful weapons can so easily destroy superior beings." Speaking before a
near capacity crowd, Miss Buck said, "Much of the difficulty in
the world today is because of this difference in cultural levels
between peoples." For a more complete story on her speech,
see page three.

’Clandestine Activity’

AFT President Raps
Reduction Load Attempt
By ISABEL DURON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The latest attempt to curb the
move from the 12-unit to the 9unit toad next semester is now
in progress.
In a statement issued this week
by Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford, president of the SJS chapter of the
American Federation of Teachers
(AFT), he complained of "attempts to move faculty to nineunit teaching loads by the use of
clandestine techniques which will
not. reqttire the hiring of new
faculty to take up student-overload that would be created by a
shift from a 12 to 9-unit teaching
Ited."
According to Dr. Rutherford,
associate professor of psychology,
he has knowledge of "at least one
depa rt men t " t t is making t his
move under the guise of following
"the gudielines set by State Col.
lege Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke."
Dr. Rutherford declined to name
the department until he could corifer with Pres. Robert D. Clark and
Dr. Hobert Burns, academic vicepresident.
"If this clandest ine activity

people" than SDS. Kopke was among 300 persons listening to and participating in the debate
between members of SDS, the American Independent Party and the John Birch Society. Next
in the series of debates sponsored by OASIS
will be Nov. 15, titled, "Resolved: Fraternity
Men Are Plastic Rah -Rah Boys."
h.!. iq Lao, Juinon

is allovved to occur, . . . students
will find themselves in heavily
swollen classes, created to absorb a greatly increased studentteacher ratio," the AFT statement continued.
Furthermore Dr. Rutherford
contends that if such methods are
used to move to a nine-unit load
the additional faculty needed
would not be hired and "would destroy whatever prospects Chicano and Black students have for
achieving a major breakthrough
in the hiring of minority faculty."
A rr ENDORSES
AFT endorsed the demand last
week of the Mexican-American
Student Confederation (MASC)
that the 350 faculty positions, to
be created next spring if the nineunit load is in effect, he filled by
Black and Chicano instructors.
The statement continued, "We
in the AFT will fight vigorously
this kind of activity in the day-s
ahead. We want to achieve a shift
to the nine-unit. teaching load
under open and honest conditions
which will insure the need for
establishing new positions to meet
student overloads created by the
shift ."
Two suggestions were made in
the statement which the AFT
will observe: "1) continue to press
for a straight -forward shift to the
nine-unit mfality load, thereby
creating the need for new positions, 2) vigorously demand that
the Chancellor, local administrators, and State College Trustees
focus their efforts, not on t.rying
to kill the AFT-Assoeintion of California State College Professors
nine-unit campaigning, but on obtaining bildgetary appropriations
to staff positions created by this
campaign."
AWARE OF NEED
Asked if he was aware of the
allegations made by the AFT
statement, Dr. Burns replied he
wis aware of the need for read01,tment of the academic workload Nit expressed the hope that
"the readjustment must occur in
ways such that students are not
penalized by twine caught between administrative intransigence
on one hand, or impetuous unilateral action by some faculty’ on
the other hand."
nr. Clark reiterated his sympathy vvith the faculty overload
problem but he emphasized that
the necessary ftinds needed to finance additional staffing WAS not
available and could not be appropriated before spring, if at all.

U.S. Senate
Candidate Sets
SJS Talk

Today’s
?, World News
" At a Glance

Richard Bailin:
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Bosses Resent
College Kids
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Dear Nloni:

Editor

Phil Stone

fl eSi

lohn

Idrertising

Hurley

Mgr.

Thanks for the cookies. The guys loved
them. You know, you and Dad 111,1%e beell
sending me money every now and then.
supplemtnt what I’ve got in the bank.
and I appreciate it, hut I’ve made a decision.
Mom, Dad. I’ve taken a part-time job.
Now don’t get excited, Mom. I know how
you worry about me getting over heated.
but it’s not
hard job and it’s only for
about 20 hours a week.
Ft e had part-time jobs before in the
sununer and things while I was in higli
school, but now that I’m in college things
are a bit different. I noticed a strange look.
almost of resentment. spread over the fall.
of my supervisor when I was applying for
the job, when I told him I attended
college.

R00111

Honorable Men
athletes

HT D. CI kilK

it)

has

been

such

to

s,I7’ President

prompt them to feel they must use the

Vt e at San Jose State t:ollege are
!proud of the achievements of Tommie
-Smith and John Carlo- in the Olympic

Olympies Gaines to communicate their

-

American- should be
\
.prtitol of their :whit.% ements.
addititin to the pride in the a(’:
_complislititent- of these athletes. I
’think vve all -hotild question the ambiguous moralistic posture of the
itterican Olympic Committee %lien
they tondetnn our athletes after the
I .S. Olympic Team refuses to (lip the
flag during the opening
1titeritan
1;atite- ceremonies %hen all other nations 110 ,14 in respect to the host
eation.
Million- of tnericans must have
seen Tommie Smith on television. es
I did. explaining the symbolism of his
-and Jidin l:arlos’ gestures. which have
cati-ed their espulsion fr
pi, -.
.1

the Olym-

Ili- explanation %lin (alut and
hi-

-interity

unquestioned.

he conveyed should he of
ern to all Antericans.
et that our treatment (of ttilr
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for their cause.
hope that their gesture will be interpreted properly. They do not return home in disgrace. lout as the lionorable 1%1111111.: Melt they are. dedicated
to the (atise

of itt-tiee for the Bla(k

peoph. in our stalely.

Thrust and Parry

Telegram Questioned, Councilman Replies
Miner A rro,gant?
Editor:
e

to Dick Miners telegram
isoartan
Oct. 21) if he did not pay
for it himself, and/or if he signed it "president
of A.S.S.,"
shottitt resign for his arrogance.
I voted tor him, but not for that. Procedurally, he may have made the same mistake he claims that John Carlos and Tommie
Smith made. I voted for a man, not for a
divinity. His telegram increa.ses by just that
much the cause in which Carlos and Smith
are engaged.
However. unlike their way of receiving their
medals, Miner’s telegram solves nothing and
provokes. To what the telegram provokes remains to be seen.
Robert NI. str.ouse
A I VitI7

Playground Sandbox
Editor:
I am a little tired of seeing the Spartan
Daily used as the playground sandbox where
the neighborhood kids in student government
fight it out.
Not only are certain officers of the government using the Daily, but I feel that reporters
who go over to "dig up dirt" and take remarks and quotes out of context to make
"good copy" are also creating this "sandbox"
image in the Daily.
As a more conservative member of ASB
government this year, I see no "Miner Machine." To some who are not involved or who

are not aware there may appear to be a
"machine" but that Ls only because the "sandbox" is in the Spartan Daily, not at the College Union. Unlike former eras the members
uf student government are now working together as individuals and as adults. In student
council, for example, and in the executie,
immy problems and possible conflicts are discussed and worked out beforehand - - in.stead
of long floor fights which have characterized
other administrations.
There may be disagreements, and I often
have many myself on certain issues, but in
most cases there is no feeling of animosity,
only fair discussion and consideration.
Thus, this "machine" image rests largely,
I believe, in the fact that things are running
so smoothly only because there is a spirit of
cooperation and a new eagerness to accomplish something this year and do something
for all the students.
To my own surprise, the four recent appointees were not "rubber stamps" as I had
earlier expected. These people were all highly
qualified and are a great asset to Student
Council.
In student government this year I have
discovered there is a fair shake for everyone;
for Greeks, dormies, YR’s, YD’s, hippies, new
leftists; everyone can get involved who so
wishes. Everyone can do his part to help the
student body and to help all other students
get a fair shake. All that is required is a sincere interest to help, an awareness of oneself
and of others, and the willingness to work
for every student’s "bag," and not solely one’s
own.
Larry S. McCloud
Junioor Clans Rep.
A13200

Spokesmen Needed
Editor :
Mi estimado Senor Gutierrez,
Atter reading your letter front MAMA, I
have come to the realization that the Chicano
Movement on thi.s campus needs spokesmen
who are articulate and adequately represent
the intellectual spirit of our people. I feel that
you and your group might qualify for these
positions.
In order to curb the "irrationality" of a
bunch of "hot-headed" Chicanos, I beseech
you to come to the next MASC meeting which
is to be held tonight at 7:3h p.m. in the Newman Center basement.
Carineksamente,
Rosemarie Gomez
MASC Member
A18605

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial pag offers students and faculty chance to
express their views on campus, local, nationI or international issues. Space is allowed to ncourag written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must b
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
nd properly signed with the writer s mune and faculty or ASB nurnbr. Th Daily will mei print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include personI
aticlg. The ditor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitetions and tO C4110
publication of letters daling with subjects h believes have been exhousted.

Ile asked nte if I was one of those
smart-alee college kids who think they
know more than anybody else, just. he.
cause they attend college.
That’s one thing I’ve noticed since I
started my job. Mont. a kind of restntment by the Icier people I work with who
never attended college, that begins just ao
won UN they learn I’m a freshman at SJS.
I’ve been talking to some of the guys
who have part-time jobs and they all say
it’s the same way the
people they work
for almost appear as if they think we are
trying to spite therm because they didn’t
get beyond the eighth grade or never got
out of high school, while we’re attending
college.
Since I’m new on the job, I haven’t been
doing everything perfett these past few
(lays. Whenever I make a mistake my boss
makea some remark like, "And you’re going lo college?"
NO DEFENSE
There’s no defense for it, Mam. There’s
really nothing you can say. You can’t say
you’re not going to college just to hie,’
them. You can’t tell them you appreciate
their experiences and realize that although
a college education is an important asset
nowadays, decades of living cannot be outweighed by a few years of reading books.
I’ve heard of employers. Mom. that
would rather not hire college students,
many of them giving the excuse that they
just don’t seem to be able to handle the
job.
But what it is, is this inexplicable feeling of resentment. that they would of
course hotly deny, with cries of "Look at
me, I can do it. and I never got beyond
the ninth grade." and their animosity expands any mistakes you might make into
something incredibly stupid in their eyes.
ill you iisten to me, Mom? I’m beginning to sound like some kind of amateur
psychologist. But it’s kind of exasperating
at times. You know what I mean?

Staff Comment

Table Grape Crisis Becomes Civil Rights Movement
EDITOR. NOTE: This is the first of a two-part
interpretive feature showing the grape growers’
side of the current grape boycott
in
California.
Hy .1 \ IIDTHERSALI.
N.1 hy is it that .111,110,efily responsible
E people in
religion. business and
especially college students are for Cesar
Cloa%ez and the AFI.-CIO Lonted Farm
orLer. Organizing
..... injure
I.
0:1? These pvople so want to help
the oproto-t.ii., that they delve IMO the
table ;2rape controversy without learning
the facts. They read the propaganda by
I,,ez and his folhoters, which is widely
di--emitiated by the mass media, and behee it.
Having lied 12 miles from Delano. the
leading area of Chavez’ grape tur
1 for
- the past 15 years. I will tell you my view
of the controversy.
First of all, the table grape crisis. as a
strike, has lost total perspective. It’s now
a eivil rights movement, infiltrated with
subversives for t e i r own socialistic
ideologies. Thig may Seen] a strong statenient, but I have evidence to support it.
Cesar Chavez is considered by most per. sons as a savior of the migrant worker.
He is in reality, according to the 14th Re.
’ port of Un-American Activities in California 1067. a charismatic leader "and has
the knack of turning situation. to his own
advantage and to weld factions together
in an organized front."

He Wilt. trained by Saul Alinsky. a tecogt
the art of civil disc,.
!patience. as were Millie Of f :11a% Pe worker.,
leadership at the beginning
of the grape 1110% V111..111 III 1964 drew many
people. some acimillv
nip:allelic to the
so-called misfort
of the farm worker,
but nui-tly participants from the Free
Speech Nlovetnent, the Nlarxist New Left
organization. the C
t party and the
Secialist
orkers party. Such organizat
were eager to penetrate the heart of
the strike for their own interests.
I hall1 "their own Interests" because the
farm workers were not and are not slaves,
ly paid tor living
sl
conditions
as most people art. led to believe. They
mere not neeth. even by the fartn workers’ obit admission.
The niayor of Portland, Ore., dispatched
150 cases of food and clothing to Delano
vineyards. and the workers sent them back
vtith this statement, "We farm workers of
San Joaquin N alley are proud people and
e are working hard to support our families and pay our bills."
The letter continued, "We are averaging
S2.30 and $2.40 an hour. Yon will receive
in the mail a package for Portland’s less
fortunate eitizens from the prosperous
farm workers from our area." The statement also read, "We are not starving am
1:1,ar Chavez has told the whole nation...
Delatuis agricultural force amounts to

5,000 of the 67,000 workers in California.
It is basically non-migratory, supplemented
by migrants only during the peak of harend of the bracer() pro%est season.
gram ha December, 1064, placed resident
agricultural laborers in a better bargaining position in Delano. The bracero program brought 200,000 to 300,000 workers
from Mexico during seasonal harvesting.
The grape workers in Delano are truthfully the highest paid farm workers in the
nation. They are paid from $1.80 to $2.60
an hour, depending upon the type of
grapes and the picking (first, second,
third or fourth).
This su ...... er Charlton Stephens, SJS
senior public relations major, talked with
lho- Delano faron workers to find otit the
conditions for himself.
independent farm
C. ’V’. Padillo,
labor contractor, quoted the above wage
scale to Stephens. The latter, Itov..ever, was
skeptical. Ht. talked to Ray Ayalla,
marra worker from Hayward, who earned
SIB plus a day. When Stephens asked
Ayalla about Chavez, he replied, "We
don’t need no Chavez . . . plenty to eat

The

and drink."
Stephens then went to Anton Carratan
Camp, No, 2, Delano. and spoke with A.
Vega, an elderly laborer. Vega earned
S1.40 am hour, plus 15 cents for each box
of grapes he picked, whieh totaled $20
for a day’s work.

At another Carratan camp, a Japanese American worker, Frank Nlarrata, spent
three or four hours showing Stepherts the
living and working conditions and wage
set -tip at the Carratan Ranch. Stephens,
by the way, ate with lite farm workers and
told this reporter, "I never saw one fly or
hint of filth." Stephens was shown the
laundry and bathroom facilities set up
army style, which impressed him favorably. Supposedly the workers live in filth.
Don’t readers realize, however, these campt
have to pass frequent state health and
sanitation inspections just as restaurants
must?
Stephens also toured the grape fields
while workers were picking and packing
grapes. Although pickers stoop to remove
the grapeti, they are shaded by the imtnense vines. The grapes are then packed
expertly at a modern packing table with
a broad metal awning to shade the workers.
Stephens noticed growers took great
pains to meet demands for quality field
and living conditions. "These advancements, according to workers," geld Stephens, "were made prior to Cesar Chavez’
intervention."
Stephens also visited Morrie Fruit Co.,
where juice grapes were being picked. He
interviewed Carlos Molina and his four
sons, who worked as a swamping team.
Each man displayed a check stub which
totaled $301.85 for one week’s work. When

Stephens left the field, (me worker said,
"Tell diens Cesar Chavez is full of 11411
air." Would smelt harsh words come f
the lips of a starving grape picker regarding his supposed savior, Chavez? I
think not.
During his tour, Stephens repeatedly
encountered workers and camp operators
who were unwilling to accompany their
criticism of Cesar Chavez witlt their namea
and photographs. These, according to
Stephens, were the old, the very young,
the weak and the women. Of course,
Stephens always asked why. In every instance, Stephens said these individuals expressed fear for their physical well being.
Delano labor contractor, A. L. Carmona.
who opposes Chavez, said, "They (Chavez’
men) like to burn my truck. but I 1101
afraid of them."
One Japanese -American, w o asked
Stephens not to use his name, told of midnight raids on his cantp by Chavez’ strongmen. According to the Oriental. Mexican American workers were pulled from their
beds, beaten and terrorized by Chavez’
men.
The Japanese-American and Filipino
workers, of whom there are an abundance
in Delano, were left unharmed. Events
such as thia suggest Chavez is fighting a
racist battle under the colors of a righteous
cause.

For Paraolympics

Benefit Dance for Rec Major

TAKING AIM is Mariann Soulek, graduate student in recreation,
who will give a fencing demonstration in her wheel chair today
at I p.m, on Seventh Street. The Recreation Club is sponsoring
a benefit dance for Mariann tomorrow.

Pearl Buck Requests
Help for Amer-Asians
it
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By RON LENT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"I’m here because of the AmerAsian children," explained author
Pearl Buck in reference to the
thousands of negl, Med babies born
out of wedlock to American servicemen and Asian minien.
The writer of "The Good Earth"
described these Amer-Asian children as being "citizens without a
country" before a near-capacity
crowd in Morris Dailey Auditorium
Wednesday night.
According to Asian custom. the
child belongs to the father. Therefore, the baby is refused Asian
citizenship and is barred from
the public school system, Miss
Buck stated in a College Union

Jabberwock
Staff Begins
Publication
The Son of Jabberwock, a student newspaper representing the
radical viewpoint, will be on the
stands Friday, Nov. 1, according
to its editor, Charles K. Moreland.
"Otn object is to print truth,
not "the" truththat would imbut
ply something exclusive
truth from a heretofore silent
point of view," explained Moreland, who is also vice-president
of UBSA.
"Material will be selective but
not necessarily subjective," Moreland continued. "We will objectively cover in depth the subject
matter we run."
Managing Editor Steve Perdue
said material will include speeches
by such controversial lecturers as
Eldridge Cleaver, and political
essays from the Liberation News
Service and The Movement News.
Poetry and art will also be used,
he added.
Funded through the Experimental Cbllege by the ASB, The
Son of Jabberwock will begin as a
bi-weekly but vvill become a week.
ly if additional funds are made
available by the Student Council.
Other staff members are Glen
Smith, advertising manager; Addie
Insel, editorial assistant, and reporters Joe Allen, Janet Perdue
and Douglas HeIppe.
Students, faculty and other interested persons are a.sked to submit material to Son of Jabberwock
by contacting the Experimental
College.

Program Board sponsored lecture.
While these abandoned, illiterate
children grow up, "Our government is doing nothing" to help
them, she stressed before her captive audience. The Pentagon maintains that "legally they don’t exist."
With one out of 10 American
soldiers in Asia causing the birth
of these unwanted children, Miss
Buck reveals, the United States
has "the responsibility to take
care of them."
To meet this need, the author
of 70 books founded the Pearl S.
Buck Foundation to aid both
mother and child. In the first year
of helping them, the organization
examines the conditions, community attitudes, problems and needs
of the mother and her Arner-Asian
off-spring.
During the second year, the child
receives an accelerated education while the mother acquires
clerical or secretarial skills. The
following year, the Amer-Asian
can voluntarily visit the Opportunity Center in his conununity to
discuss problems or simply enjoy
fellnwship.
In cooperation uith the foundation’s efforts, doctors in these
Asian countries will operate on
the Amer-Asians free of charge.
Unfortunately these children
often don’t live long enough to
receive the free medical benefits, because "half die before they
are five," Miss Buck said.

Coed Swimmers
Capture 2 Wins;
Relay Meet Next

A bellefit
St.flif
SOUit.k. gritdUllte StLI
ID recreation, to the Paraolympies in
Israel Nov. 1 will be held tomorrOW.
Sponsored by the Recreation
Club, the dance will be from 9 to
12 p.m. In the Women’s Gym, and
will feature the Knight Trippers.
Admission will lie $1 for singles
and $1.25 for wuples.
As a. prelude to the dance, Miss
Souk+ and Pete Arliello will giYe
fericitii! demonstration in wheelun Seventh Street at 1 p.m.
trxlay.
Miss Soulek earned her B.A. in
recreation at SJS and is now working towards her M.A.
She qualified for the Paraolympies by competing in the National
Wheelchair Games in New York
in June.
She scored 492 to win a first
place in the Columbia Round in
archery and set a record of 1:07.1
in winning the women’s backstroke
in swimming.
Miss Soulek also placed fourth
in javelin and in discus.
If she goes to Israel she will
compete in the Columbia Round
archery, backstroke swimming, discus, javelin and the novice round
in fencing.
Advance tickets for the dance
are available on Seventh Street
today.
--

’Horgan’ Plays
At Friday Flicks

Survey Data Analyzes
SJS Goals, Objectives

7,16COrd

Tfrittile

lit 11,DING 8
810 Town & Country Village
Phone 214)4)113
San .1o,tt

Activist Speaks

Elias Cabrera, a student at the
Unn,ersity of Mersk.o and tin sic
ttve partioiguit in the student
movement, will speak hatight before Cireulo r’astellano, the Spantration, and scheduling process. ish speaking club.
Dr. Hunt 1Aill be working vvith all
The 7 p.m. talk, open to everyof the faculty and student groups one, is In JC141.
Mt committees concerned with
the problem in an attempt to coordinate their work.
Dr. Hunt is especially concerned
WORKINGMAN’S STORE
with the seldom mentioned probPresents
lem uf hidden custs in our current registration procedure.
Hunt contends that "In an InBrown Gun Stocks
efficient system there will be many
hidden com.e. For exaniple, the
By
work done by all those volunteer
organizations on crunpus will have
to be accounted for if we change
JUSTIN
over to computer registration."

The type of studies to be made
IS I
183
the office are to go be3imil
Sparillil
al %% ritcr
The concept of opinion sur,eys the measurement of student ability represented by the Scholastic
and statistic data collection meth-,
Aptitude Tests. Particular emphaods is not a new one to the aca- sis %ill be given to continuing
demic conunwiity. However, the analysis of personality, attitude,
practica I appl Ica t ion tif these and value change. "Fur example,
methods to the problems and p.:1-1 we would like to discover the degree to which a student’s college
icies of the institution is relatively
I Ile contributes to his value
rare SJS recently became um. ot Ow:we." Dr. thud said.
these Varitie14.
first assigliment given tu
The Office of Institutional stu.
IIUM and the Office of Indies, under the direction of Dr ..titutional Studies is the manageFtonald Hunt. is the first attempt ment tif the SJS Unplimentation
to inaugurate a run seal,.
or an improved admissions, reelstional studies program on a ,tab.
-e
college campus.
The first function of the Via e
will be the collection and analysis
of statements expressing the goals
and objectives of the college at all
levels of interaction kind teaching.
Dr. Hunt is interested in discovering how the objectives of the
college, faculty and students compare in regard to one another.
F:valuation tif the educational proI 17 UniverOy A,e.. Palo Alto
grams will be made regarding the
Rcs. .8 Info. 325-84E8 Wonors We1corn
purposes for which they are offered to the student.
...z000cocomeemseciec000acc.
SP
"The comparison of objectives
and results is the best method
fur analysis of the effects of a
program," Dr. Hunt believes. "You
often find in educational institutions that the objectives of a
course nf study are interpretated
differently by a professor and the
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
students. Ideally, each should Ix.
ia3tuhaerre.. of the objectives of the
Pavillion Building

CHAMBER MUSIC AT
THE NEW TANGENT

Tonight & Every Thurs. Night at 8:30
NEW TANGENT

"Morgan," starring Vanessa Red grave and David Warner, will he
the movie feattve tomorrow for
Arabic langii:we classes will
Friday Flicks in Morris Dailey
again be held on campus every
Auditorium at 7 and 10 p.m.
It is the second MOVIE. in a two- Thursday night beginning tonight
week tribute to the British Red - at 7:30 in C71239.
The cut r.ait seniest,r :narks
grave sisters.
The movie concerns a freedom- the third vontinuous semester th:tt
loving artist who identifies with the class has been offered for nonKarl Marx and King Kong and credit to interested students,
The class may be given for coltries to keep his posh wife from
, lege credit soon in the future, acdivorcing him.
An added attraction is the fea- cording to Mohamed Assaf, newly
ture length Halloween cartoon, elected president of Arab-AmerWalt Disney’s "Ichalxxl and Mr. ican Club.
Further information is available
Toad."
at the first class meet tonight.
The admission is 45 cents.

Arabic Course

The perfect boot for coming winter weather. Can
be used for after-ski
weer, riding, or just plain
walking. Also can be pollished or oiled. JUSTIN
for style and long wear.

OKTOBERFEST
SKI JAMBOREE ’68

\\

OCT. 25-26

6:00 P.M. ’til Midnight

Ski Swaps Continuous Entertainment
Movies Singers Dancers Gorman Bands

$29.00

RUDY WEBER’S BAVARIAN BAND (Friday)
DER RHiNELANDERS (Saturday)
TICKETS AT THE GATE

WORKINGMAN’S STORE

Ch;’dren unded 14 free with parents

218 W. Santa Clara St.
Downtown San Jose

Benefit U. S. Olympic Teem

Open Mon. & Thurs. until 9

Admission $1.50

Attention All Students!

YOU
ARE INVITED OUT FOR A DELICIOUS

FREE

************ *********************** ***** ******et

9pidery 9/ick4

DINNER AT THESE 6 LOCAL RESTAURANTS

449:4 Ream Seed

The Round Table

STARRING

Free ... roast beef sandwich
and a big milkshake

delicious pizza any size
free

VANESSA REDGRAVE

cmerfem jntentational

The women’s swimming team
Dailey Aud.
Oct. 25 Morris
added two more wins to its season .1(
against Stanford and University of
7:00 & 10:00 45c
the Pacifie last week.
Terri Ogilvie set records at each * *********************** ****** ******************
meet with a pool record in the
100 yard free -style at Stanford and
a school record in the same event
with UOP.
In the UOP meet, in which Delta
College of Stockton also participated, Lorrie Kilbuck set a pending national record in the 25 yard
backstroke, with a time of 15.5
seconds.
The score in the UOP meet was
SJS, 121; UOP, 52 and Delta, 36.
CAMPER’S
In the meet with Stanford,
which featured both "A" and "B"
SPECIAL
Camp right et the Raceway. For fun, excitewon
"A’s"
teams in action, the
SO.95
ment, economy. 250,000 sq. ft. camping
by
triumphed
57-17 and the "B’s"
includes admission
area. Green velvet turf for sleeping bags and
Sat. & Sun.
a 41-27 score.
tent sites. Truck.campers and traders welcome
The next meet is at Stanford
DON’T MISS the exciting chinax &the now WorIL
Satuniay with every women’s colfamouS CAN.AM Series.Thrill as top drivers compete at top speed..
lege team in Northern California
fur top prizes...Minimum 8500,000!
participating in a relay match.
Get Up a Party! Get Tickets in Advance! Set Up and Go!
THIS SPECIAL CAMPER’S OFFER EXPIRES NOV. I. SEND CHECK TODAY.

Especial!). For Timm, fr/ho
Know Eirough to Appreciate
The l’ery !lest

SPARTAN DAILT-5
Thursday, October 24, ltitlit

STARDUST INTERNATIONAL RACEINAIFI

Stardust Hotel, Les Vegas, Nevada 89109
My enclosed check for
tickets at $9.95 each.
_ _. is for
(total)
(nu.)
39.95 INCLUDES:
sand my tickets to:
1. Admission to race Sat.
and Sun.
Name
2. Camping Site and
Parking.
3. Open.air Barbecue
Address
Sat. Night.
4. Groovy Concert Under
City
th Stars.
5. Sundy Ranch
L Breakfast.
Stale

ctraw #at

delicious dinner, all you
can eat ... free!

any size pizza free

eetna9taliattee4stauraitt

Sonanja cteak Pit

free meatball & spaghetti
dinner free

a delicious steak dinner free!

This
fine
You
one

advertising offer is being made to acquaint you with these
restaurants. Pick up your book of coupons now while this offer lasts.
pay just $1.00 to cover the cost of the coupon book. By using just
coupon, you have your dollar back. The best buy in town!
Come to the

INTERNATIONAL DINNER CLUB 414 PARK AVE. S. J.
hours 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. or 5 to 7 p.m.
MIR

CUT OUT AND MAIL TODAY
Dear Sir: Here is my one dollar for each book ordered. I understand that if I am not satisfied, I can ge+ my money back. I just
mail the unused coupon back within 5 days if I don’t think this
is a terrific buy. Fair enough?
NAME

CITY

ASB CARD =

ADDRESS
International Dinner Club

414 Perk Ave.

S.J.

BRING IN THIS COUPON, OR MAIL IT IN WITH YOUR ORDER

MR.

4--SPART
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Joan Baez
To Perform
u.c. Concert

Little Gaiiery Show
Features Graphics
valued
Ten in iginal
at almt $100 each, from the
Collectors Press in San Francisco are now on exhibit in the
Little Clattery.
which features
The show,
works by six artists, will run
through next Friday.
Graphic artist. Gene Davis,
who was born in Washington,
D.C., and has worked as a journalist, wiLs awarded the Bronze
Medal foi painting, ancl won a
$1,000 award in the "Twentyninth Biennial Exhibition of Contemporary American Painting."
NoW living in New York, Rodoll, Abularach, who was born
aiatemala, has - rown his
in
IHI19

()blest
..1/101.

COntern

advertitteti itt PI 111101

%%

li’k

",

I
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Sit

Paulo and Geneva.
Born in Manchuria. Masuo
Ikeda has shown his work in
SWitzerland.
stwh
places as
Budapest, London, and Tokyo.
Emerson
Saul,
Work by Peter
Woelffer and Norman E. Stiegelmeyer are also included in the
show.

’Virgin and Child’
Show at Triton
An exhibition of "Dr.o; :figs by
Leonardo Da Vinci" will open
Sunday at the Triton Museum
of AM, 1505 Warburton Ave.,
Santa Clara, and continue
through Nov. 17.
The exhibition includes 150 repixxluctions of Da Vinci’s drawings, such as Madonna compositions. allegorical and satirical
drawings. and studies of his
famous works, such a.s "The Last
Supisw."
Admission to the exhibit is 50
cents for students and $1 for
adults.

Joan Baez, American folk singer, will appear in concert at
8:30 p.m. Friday at the UniverBerkeley,
sity of (7alifornia,
Hearst Gre.:k Theater.
This will be Migg Baez’ first
solo concert in the Bay Area in
more than a year-and -a -half and
her only Bay Area appearance
season in solo concert. She
iust recently returned to
Califiwnia after cutting two
record albums
in
Nashville,
Tennessee.
Following an appearance at
last summer’s Berkeley Folk
Festival at the Greek Theater,
the San Francisco Chronicle’s
John Wasserman wiote: "What
can be said about her except to
repeat that she has the tnost
pure and beautiful voice in the
entire s pe ctrum of popular
music."
Miss Baez recently married
David Harris, former student
body president at Stanford, now
appealing a conviction and threeyear sentence for ref:King mili:ilso autary induction. She
I
-relea.sed
a
thoress of
novel, "Daybreak."

PSSST.
( VI(’ is coming to S.J.S.)

Special to SJS
Students & Faculty

Group Golf Lessons
Six 45 tninute lessittis -- Chipping, driving,
One Ida\ ing
putting
of golf movies plus discussion

Bates
Floaters

One hour

$10-each student
classes are tailored to your specific needs
and sehedules. Groups limited to eight students

Script Colorful, Poetic,
Says ’Playboy’ Director
By CONNIE sKINTARES
Elite Arts Editor
In 1907 when John 31illington Synge’s "Playboy of The
Western World" first opened in
Ireland, a "nationalist fury of
violent hissing" broke forth in
the theater because the audience
felt Synge had "slandered the
Irish peasant- in his script by
the outright use of the word
"shifts" ill reference to ladies’

undergarments.
Subsequent performances to
the morally outraged audiences
during the remainder of the
week called for police control,
and the play was generally considered a disaster area for the
entire Irish run.
Directors and production men
today would hardly entertain
the reservations that some of
these first directors of ’Playboy’
probably had tsince then the
play has experienced some 300
productionsi ; in fact, if they’re
anything like Dr. Paul W. Davee, they take on new excitement every time a new production of ’Playboy’ opens.
DAVEE ENTHUSIASTIC’
Dr. Davee, our own Drama
department’s director of ’Playboy.’ which is set to open tomorrow night in the College Theater, is particularly enthusiastic about the play, not only because it’s the first time he’s
ever directed it, but because, in
his own words, "it’s a genius’
masterpiece."
"One of the things that excites me so much about the
play Ls the beauty of the language and the fact that the people in the play are so human,"
says Dr, Davee. ’’It’s not, only
a study of the weakness in man,
but a study of the charm and
spirit of people and their weaknesses. It doesn’t propagandize
or score an intelligent statement
necessarily. It’s just a play about
simple humanity."
’Playboy’ is the story of a
young Irish lad who stumbles
into a small Irish settlement
:with the news that he has killed
his father. The people there
not Only condone his action for

These

Traditionally correct
for casual wear,
the Bates Floatersfi
Knock-A-Boot.

INSTRVCTOR WARREN "TEX" SMITH
Class .1 member P. G. A.
Fairgrounds Golf Center

Tully Rd. at S. 7th St.
I’ll. 293-9734
\ ite lighted range
:student Rite, \\ eektlays 50,:t --

HEROLD’S
SHOE STORES
74 S. First, San Jose

siZeZCir

.r.e.r.e.r.e.ordre-r

9 holes

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fetadE

-e-ordZeZedfor.e.Cesrord4r.GroP

Tired of Being Robbed??
Choi. the Menu at The l’antn
"SAMPLE MENU"
S1.00

Bacon & Eggs
Hot Cakes

.35

flainburger

.25

Shrimpburger

.50

TERRI 10/1 (Terriyaki steak on a bun)

.40

BEEFY G.11, (Roast beef on a butt)

.40

RGER STEAK

.95

CIBCKEN (Really great)

1.00

’FERMI AKI STEAK

1.00

RO 1ST BEEF

1.00

VEAL CUTLET

1.05

THE PANTRY
!Ionic of Quality Food at Lowest Prices!
Nlon.-Fri. 6 A.M.-10 P.N1.
Sat. & Sun. 8 A.M.-10 P.M.

478 S. lOth St.
..e.e=r-ore.=.Cordroe

The Women’s Physical Education Department will present ;
dance studio hour next Wednesday at 6 p.m.
Exploring the theme "1Vhat
dance?," male and female pre illustrate luivi
ticipants will
dance communicates emotions
and social comment.
According to student composer Paula Baker, the stud,
hour will also demonstiate
"dance reveals the joy of life."
Open to all students, the clan.
studio in PER262 will "aid tile
college community tu furth, .
understand the dance, besiti;
testing ideas that may later become concert material," she
said.

KSJS Log
90.7 t’SI
Steve Flick j;;:
blues)
-- Newsline
Advanced Radio Pro
Ralph Zwalley
Spectrum
Pete Torrey Sports
Hank Kaiser Show
Sportsline

6 p.m.
6:55
7 7:15
7:55
8
8:15
8:55
9 --

t-z,

John Jacobs, and Pegin a scene from SJS’
production of ’Playboy of the Western World’ opening tomorrow night at 8:30 in the College Theater.

’PLAYBOY’ characters Christy, played by
een, played by Susan Mason, are shown

its bravery, hut they make him
somewhat of an idol for committing it.
Dr. Davee describes it essentially as a comedy. ’The
story needs to be played in a
strong neough comic vein so
that it will seem to combine. the
justification of this boy’s action
arid the stupidity of the rest
of the people in a light that
makes it laughable as well as
objective."
"It doesn’t stereotype the
Irish, though. It just makes
some positive statements about
the Irish temperament in a new
kind of reflection that Synge
has given it."
’COLORFUL QITALITY’
"It has a colorful qua.lity," he
continues, "mostly about the
language and the quaint setting.
and a poetic quality about its
expression. As a piece of writing, it will hold up for a long
time. but again, whether its
popularity lasts is something
else."
Although Davee labels ’Playboy’ simple on the surface. for
him. "directing it is no simple
task," lie reveals. It isn’t a simple play for me to do, but if it
cemes off well, it should reveal
its simplieity.
"I’m trying to realize the play
as a thing which shows an objective picture .of life in Ireland
as Synge saw it. It’s essentially
a Folk play and. as I said. it
doesn’t have an exact message.
Dr. Davee’s intention so far
has been a strict interpretation of Synge’s script in his own
dramatic tra.nslat ion of the play.
"I haven’t altered anything. A
play like this needs as nmeh
authenticity as possible to represent the nature of the place.
If you don’t follow it through,
you lose some of the critical
values of the play. The most important thing is making the people in it believable."
Along with most of his directing responsibilities, Dr. Davee was concerned with the
handling of the language that
the play’s two leads, Susan Mason and John Jacobs, had to
interpret into Irish character.
--

Mahalia Jackson
At Civic Concert

PLUS MANY OTHERS

Dance Hour
Wednesday

Mahalia Jackson, described as
"the Queen of Gospel Singers,"
will perform at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium Sunday at 3:30
p.m.
Downbeat Magazine IlaS said
"Her audible intakes of air become parts of the crystalline
heauty of her style, and the ease
with which she turns a patch of
words and melody into radiant
song is just one mark of the
weight of her power."
Appearing with Mithalia wdl
be the 56-voice Northern t’,;iifornia Street Choir, Don Brass field and the Faith Temple
Choir. Elsa Hendrix and the
RPV, J. L. Strawther.
The program is sponsored by
the Saint James AME Church.
Tickets will be available at the
Colt! Auditorium Box Office be
ginning at 7 a m saturday end
/ p.m. Sunday.

CHARTER

XEROX R COPIES
10c each
Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

RENT

Oakland

to
NEW YORK
Round trip

(student rates)

134.50
plus tax
Lower than standby!
Avoid Blackout Dates!

Leaves Oakland Dec.

Elec. typewriters
New portable..
Rantal.purchase
Free delivery

20

Returns Jan. 5
For application forms
phone or write

T-M TRAVEL
60 N. First St. 293-1033

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
2954765

Moderne Drug Co.
Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr., owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE

293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

irnai
Irrith HILLEL
at San Jose State College
flittrsdays. 7:30 p.m. at ’Newman Center
79 So. 5th Street
A class in Elementary’ Modern Hebrew
by Rabbi Familatit

Hillel at Stanford Invites You To:
*Sabbath Meal at The Clubhouse. Stanford, Friday, October 25
at 6:30 p.m. $11.50 (affiliates S1 I
Slides and film taken in Prague will be shown. Reservations must
be made by coning 241.1853.
*If you will drive to any of these events or need a ride, call
241.3853 evenings.
TO BE ON OUR MAILING LIST, SEND YOUR NAME & ADDRESS TO
Mille!. The Clubhouse. Stanford CA 94305

GASOLINE
Rep9,0!AiNr 29.9
EthYl
(100 OCTAID)

32.9

Only at 4th & Williams

Puritan Oil Co.
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Vengeful Harriers Seek Laurels

Photo by Wa.
TACKLE ED PAFFORD (73), Danny Anderson (41) and Dwight
Tucker (83) close in on Garry Fowler, California halfback. The
Spartan defense improved against New Mexico Saturday as the

t,

Spartans dropped the Lobos 55-24. SJS faces San Diego State
Saturday evening in San Diego. The Aztecs are the No. I -rated
small college in the nation and boast a perfect 5-0 record.

Spartans To Invade San Diego State
SJS will go after its third football win of the season Saturday
night as it faces the No. 1 small
college team in the nation, the San
Diego State Aztecs.
The Aztecs stand 5-0 after beat
LEATHER -SUEDE-FUR
ANCIENT & USED
JACKETS & COATS
2000 of them $5 to $19

PEGGY
IMPORTS
he grnot lest store
in the u hole !toad"
159 COLUMBUS AVE.
CORNER PACIFIC AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO
1’2 block below
City Lites Bookstore
DAILY 10:30 A.M.-7 P.M.
PHONE 981-5176

ing Cal State Los Angeles. 37-14,
last Satutday.
The game will be played in San
Diego.
SJS has a new starting quarterback and his name is Don Perkins.
Agitin.st New Mexico Don hit 11 of
16 passes for 2.30 yards and two
touchdowns. He has a total of 19
completions in 34 attempts for 314
yards and three TD’s.
"Don Ls our No. 1 quarterback
right now," rem:irked Head Coach

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fetottE9R1

Feel Free To
Come To Archie’s
Breakfasts
Spe,ial Weekend

And Trv Our . . .
Small Steak
Round Steak
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread
Jumbo Burger on
French Bread

$1.46
$1.45
$ .96
$i.35

545 S. 2nd St.

arcille4

Free Parking

geak -house

Hairy Anderson. "Our quarterbacks work with one another on
the bench and this is extremely
encouraging to any coach.
"Perkins will have to keep
working if he hopes to stay on
top, as all our QB’s want that No.
1 position," said Anderson.
About last week’s New Mexico
game?
"The defense played a pretty
good game last week," quipped defensive coach John Webb. "We
have some pretty young players
and they’re starting to mature
right now."
San Diego is led by fultbaelc
Lloyd Edwards. Against Cal State
last week he gained 95 yards on
19 attempts, while Dennis Shaw
hit on 10 of 2’2 passes for 221
yards.
Defensively the Aztecs have an
outstanding squad as they have
limited their last two opponents

; Intramurals
Friday is the last day for soccer
entries. All entries must be submitted to the intramural office.
Soccer competition will begin
Wednesday.
In today’s A fraternity action.
league leaders TC and ATO meet
SAE and SPE respectively.
In other A action, the calendar
reads SNu vs. SPi, PiKA vs. TXi.
SX vs. DU, anti DSP vs. LCA.
ATO bumped SAE out of the
undefeated ranks Tuesday, 12-0.
The B league race ended in a
three-way tie when undefeated
ATO No. 2 lost to the Red Horde
Tuesday. This resulted in ATO No.
2, SPE No. 2, and the Red Horde
an even share in the first, second,
land third place points.

GRAND
OPENING

3 Big Weeks: Fri. Oet. 18 Thrti Sat., INIoN. 3rd

Free
(with

6 pack
of coke

Or
4, Libby cooler glasses
294 (794 value)

Free Balloons Si candy for the kiddies
Free Qt. a oit (tit filter lithe
Free Tire with set of ISan Carlos
San Salvador
William
Reed
Margaret
Virginia

4th

5th

6th

JOHN’S TEXACO SERVICE
6th & VIRGINIA
SAN JOSE
287-3535

to only 63 yards on the ground
while intercepting seven enemy
passes.
"There’s no question about San
Diego’s ability," said Anderson.
"But if we can have a gcsxl week
San Diego might be prime for an
upset."
In practice Monday the players
seemed keyed for the Aztec’s told
things appeared a little more
casual a_s line coach Tom Keele
led all players in returning mote
kickoffs for long yardage.
A major portion of the Spartan
ground attack has shifted to tailback Frank Slaton. The 5-7, 155 pound Oakland native gained 11:’,
yards last week and SCUred once,
Playing the hires of Stanford.
Cal, and then San Diego would
be enough for any coach but the
season isn’t even half over.
"If we continue to improve we’ll
win ow. share," said Anderson.
"Our line is awfully young but
they’ve shown signs of improvement which are very encouraging."

By CHET WOOD
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
If at first >ou don’t succeed,
run a lot more.
This could be the motto of the
SJS cross-country team which
failed in its first meeting uf the
year with West Cbast powers, USC
and San Diego State. In the Sacramento Invitational, the Spartans
finished fourth behind surprising
Stanford, USC and San Diego.
But since that meet, the Spartans have been running a lot more.
In fact, SJS runners didn’t even
take time out from rigorous training to recuperate for a meet
against Cal Poly of San Luis
Obispo. Instead, the Spartans ran
tired and still managed to sweep
the top six places in a 15-49 victory.
Leading the Spartans was Andy
VOIlmer, who was timed in 21:15.5,
only three seconds off the course
record. Ralph Gamez, Byron Low-

ry, Bernie Kraus, Darold Dent
and Gary Berthiaume rounded out
the top SJS finishers.
Now, after almost two weeks
of hard training, the Spartans
will taper off to enter the NIL Sac
Invitational in Los Angeles fresh.
In the Mt. Sac Invitational the
Spartans will meet the same competition they had to face at Sacramento.
The Mt. Sac course. according
to Coach Ernie Bullard. will not
he a true test for his runnms. The
course is only 4.2 miles, short by
cross country standards. This
course. however, is hilly which is
a step up from the flat 4.2 mile
course used for the Sacramento
Invitational.
And Bullard feels this work
might be the key to success. To
fare well in the meet, Bullard
fig,ures his runners will have to
make up ground on USC and San
Diego on the hills where he feels
his team is stronger.
If Vollmer, Dent, Lov.-ry and

LUIGI’S
PIZZA TREE INN
COMPLETE 5 COURSE DINNERS
AT A HUGE SAVINGS

NO DINNER OVER $1.45

..
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THE UNITED STATES

N

LT. COL. ALBERT SCHOEPPER, Diroa-tot

1480 S. WHITE RD.
PHONE 259.0696

*LUIGI’S
(In Dozier Plaza)

.

,

BARD

ONLY 10 MINUTES AWAY
.4-White Rd.

.

ginng RI

AILM,
10 oz. New York steak
soup
salad
dessert
I.";e drink
side of spaghetti
$1.45

Stor Rd

e=6.6

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
APPEARING
IN CONCERT

offers you

Santa Clara St.

Garnez finish near the leaders and
Kraus and Berthiaume can place .
elose behind, the Spartans should
have an excellent shot at the title.
The Trojan.s’ top runners will
be Olt. Olesoli and Mike Sellers.
the first and second finishers at
Sac State. ’Pam Davidson and Tim
Danielson, former California
champions in high school, lead
San Diego.

CLOSED MONDAYS

Thursday Oct. 24, 1968
Afternoon Performance
1:30 P. M.
Students S1.00
Adults $1.50
Evenings All Seats
$2.50

Why should I waste my time?

I can’t afford s-l -o-w reading speeds
"Slow readers work harder for
their grades," Lorna Lawson says.
"Without Readak, I’d be just another
average reader. That’s not good
enough.
"I’ve got to succeed in college.
And I want to do other things
besides study all the time I’m
here."
Lorna knows so-called average
readers are ten years behind the
times. Back in 1958, 250 words per
minute was an average reading
speed. But it’s all different today.
Ask any college sophomore. You’ll
be told 400 to 500 words per minute
is a must for ordinary study.
"I’ve learned one thing," Lorna
says. "Knowing how to read fast
isn’t enough. To stay ahead, you’ve
got to know how to skim at least
3,000 words a minute when the pressure’s on. And you need to understand everything you read."
Many people agree with Lorna.
They’re the ones who know what it
takes to make it in school today.
Class presidents, school paper
editors, valedictorians, scholarship
winners, athletes and marl), others
choose Readak speed reading programs.
These outstanding people are already superior students. BUt, after
Readak training, they won’t need to
work as hard to keep up with heavy
reading loads in senior high or college classes. They’ll have more free
time.
7 At Readak, average readers break
.0 -out of the pack and stay ahead.
Faster reading gives them time for
all the things they’ve been missing.
Effective reading not only helps
them learn more. It creates time for
other things.
It’s no accident that Readak programs have been conducted at
Santa Clara University, San Francisco College for Women, Notre
-,oist4161111111eDame College and Westmont College to name just a few of many.

What’s more, scientists, technicians and professionals at NASA
Ames Research Center, Lockheed
Missile and Space Division, Ampex,
Stanford Research Institute, and
many major industries have called
on Readak to help improve their
reading effectiveness.
"Readak’s program is exciting
and stimulating," Lorna says. You’ll
learn all forms of hand -pacing,
skimming, scanning, overviewing,
pre -reading, outlining, technical and
critical reading. In other words,
you’ll learn everything it takes to
read two, three or even four times
faster.
Readak students use these new
skills in their first class. Grades go
up. Study is easier. Reading assignments become exciting challenges,
not causes for worry.
This summer you can develop the
reading skills you’ll need in the fall,
and for many years to come.
Readak’s small classes make it
possible for you to learn with people
you know and understand.
Our free reading test is nationally
standardized. It shows you where
you stand. It tells us exactly what
special training you need. If you
don’t take the program, there’s no
charge for the test.
The tuition for our program is
only $95. It may be paid in advance
with a discount, or budgeted over a
3 -month period. Special group rates
are available to clubs and organi,
zations.
’1-411111
Now’s the time to plan for tomorrow’s success. Our next class is al- ready filling up. But there’s still
room for those who sign up now.
Classes meet once a week, 21/2
hours per session, for 9 weeks. Our
next class starts:

Thursday, Oct. 31
at 7:30 p.m.
Call now for a free brochure. Now
is the best time to make your free
test appointment, also. Just phone
248-7674. Ask for Mr. Flynn.

Lorna Lawson is a freshman at
the University of San Francisco.
Her high school grade point average was 3.8.

(Reardeft)
307 TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE
PALO ALTO
326-5984

READAK READING COURSES
375 TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE
248-7674

104 TIBURON BOULEVARD
MILL VAULT
388-2993

117-
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Spartaguide
TODAY
Newman Center, 7:30 p.m. Theohlgy class -- opening discussion
on the recent articles in the Catholic Press. Newcomers welcorne.
Home Economics Club, 3 to 6
p.m., 111. Halloween party after
a general meeting. All interested
girls welcome.
Alptut Kappa Delta. 3:30 p.m.,
CH235. Election and planning. All
members please attend.
SJS Chess Club, 12:30 to 2:30
p.m., and 3:30 to 5:30 p.m., DH416.
Young Demoerats of PUS, 2:30
p m., N1160. All inxited to discuss
la.st week campaign for candidates.
Christian Science Organization,
7 30 p.m., College Nlemorial Chapel.
Spanish Club, 7 p.m., JC141.
Speaker Elias Cabrera, a leader
of the student mmement at the
L’nkersity of Mexico, will speak
on the student movement today in
Mexico.
Theta’ Sigma Phi, 6:30 p.m., JC
conference room. I’lecige test kir
all plidginz members.
TOMott BOW
International Student Organization, 5:15 p.m.. :it 174 S. 13th St.
Indian dinner and Indian mcnie
(Stanfordi. For information call
293-96,33.
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 and 10 p.m.,
’Morris Dailey Auditorium. Friday
Flicks - - "Morgan" and "Ichabod
and N1r. Toad." Admission is 45
cent s.
The Muslim Students Anomietion, 12:30 p.m., LN201. Prayer
meeting.
!Cho Epsilon, 7:30 p.m., (7itizens
Fedel’ai SI1ViTI}TS & Loan Association. 50 N. First St. Guest speaker
Gene Tuti le, real estate editor of
vtill speak
the San .10-i-

to all interested students.
SATURDAY
Weekend Co-Rec., 12:30 to 4:30
in the Wornen’s Gym. Recreation
of all types.
SI’NDAY
Black Masque, 2 p.m., Patt’s
house. A genuine pumpkin caning.
The Muslim Students’ Assochslion, 6 p.m.. ED210. Quaranic stud.
ies meeting.
Spartan Trl-C, 5:45 p.m.. 196 S.
Third St. Topic: "Love Is a Verb."
Spartan Tri.C, 9:45 a.m., 196 8.
Third St. Topic: "Basic Precepts
of L’nity."
Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Society, 6 p.m., 500 Magnolia Lane,
Santa Clara. Initiation dinner for
nevz pledges. The motif will he a
liallmveen theme.
Student’6 InternaHmull Meditation Sudety, 8 p.m. Morris Dailey
Auditorium. The second intmductory lecture on transcendental
meditation by Jerry Jarvis.

Congress Candidate
Edwards Cancels
SJS Appearance

Edwards
Congressman
Don
Dem.-Ninth Dist ), who had scheduled a visit to SJS tomorrow, ha.s
cancelled it so he will not conflict
with Vice President Hubert IlumTill ItSDAY, Met. 24/
phrey’s campus appearance.
Edwards indicated he would reBechtel t’orp. Majors,
schedule his islt. to SJS.
CE, Chem.E, EE, ME.

Manny’s Barber Shop
571 E. Santa Clara
293.9910
Open

Sat. 9 a.m.-it, Pm

STUDENT SEASON TICKETS!
*Great Savings- up to 76/o
Choice of: 22 Wed. at 8:30 Complete
11 Wed. at 8.30 Series A or B

STUDENT

Cordell Koland
325 South 10th St.
San Jose, Tel: 294-8741

FORUM SALE ENDS

OCT.

INNI MI MEI EM

Secret FULFILLMENT
Plunge Bra,),Lilyette
for the minus and
average figure
Wear it without pads for gent!,
curves, with pads for high
tOunded uplift.
Secret Fulfillment
by Lilyette adds glamour
above the bra for the
small, in-between or
average figure. It
assures you of the next
complete size. Removable
Foam Rubber Push-up pads
give you a fulfilled
bosom for the most daring
decolletage. Gossamer
light with wide off-theshoulder camisole straps
and a back that plunges
lower than ever.
Ban-Lonii, lace and Lycra!)
Spandex Powernet. White
or Black. A cup 32-36;
B and C cup 32-38.

$7.00

113184*
226 SOON F R6r
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Like Ringing 20,000
Doorbells

MI I= MN Mill

Save your seat
at your first sit-in.

The trouble with a sit-in is what you sit on. And
that you have to sit on it so long.
Since our thing is keeping you alert mentally,
we’ve had no remedy for other parts of the body
that may fall asleep. Until we invented The Sit -On.
What distinguishes The Sit -On from an ordinary
pillow is a pocket for your NoDoek.
Which means that now you can sit it out until
the wee hours. Alert from top to bottom.
t want to save my seat. Here’s my $2.00. Send me
The Sit -On. Send check or money order to: No0ox Pillow,
360 Lexington Avenue, New York. New York 10017.
Name

Send for the Sit-On

"Work of Art"

1102 Saratoga Ave.

Address
Zio
State
City
Ykg en, expires Mame 31. 1969. AIIM 2 en 3 1.03 he dai.M.

I

TRY SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
for only 90 days and receive Hi -Intensity
Desk lamp free. Call 287.0694.
GUITAR LESSON. $3/45 min. Sat. My
home close to campus. Call 295,5729
after 7 except Mon. Lauri -Marie.
AUTOMOTIVE (2)
’66 SUNBEAM ALPINE. Dk. Green. Radio, Tonneau cover. $1450. Call 28)5875.
’66 TR 6S0 BONNIE. Oely 4500 orig.
miles. Custom Tank. Must see to appreciate. $999.99. Call 243 0691
1962 A. H. SPRITE. Good condition.
Only $550. Call 287.5988. Ask for Bill
Von Bergen.
FIAT SPIDER Convt. Rdstr. 34 mi. per
oat. 1m:flan. cond. & many extras. Best
cfier or trade equity for motorcycle.
5-9 p.m. 293-6260, Juan Lezama. ’60
MERCEDES, 190D. $890.
’67 YAMAHA 305cc, 29.5 HP. 100
MPH. 5 sp. only 2500 mi. Must sell,
$395. Call 248-8635 or 286.1357
’59 PORSCHE 1600. Rebuilt engine.
New Paint. Chrome wheels, ski rack.
erhnuse, AM -FM, $1850. 287.0949.
TRIUMPH TR3A ’61 Exc. Engine &
body. Pirellis, extra set Michalcns Pir
elli snow tires + extras. 297.5707. days.
’64 MALIBU SS. 327/350 HP. Hurst 4
speed. mags. $1500 or best offnr.
241-6681 after 5.
’62 FORD GALAXIE XLSOO. US, P.
Radio/Heater. Fine running
Bodies.
oni. 5500. Call 252-2349.
YAMAHA ’63 Trail, 55cc. Electric
starter. 625 miles. Street & Trail Spron.
kets. fire arrester muffler. $100. Call
266.2061 behmeen 10 & 3.
1958 OLDSMOBILE. 2 door 88. Rad10
Fut,
Power Steering.
&
. 269 1
’67 MERCURY COUGAR 390, A. T.,
-.1
r’ S., Disc brakes,
.
12550. 264-5329.
w;rn wheels. tires
’58 MGA
8400/best
1961

er d
APARTMENT FOR RENT
2 bdrm.. I bath.
semester. I
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
1 bdrrn. 2 bath apt. $50/mo. with 3
others. 508 S. I Ith # 16. 287-5253.
WANTED BY RECORD CLUB OF’
America. Carnpus rep. to earn over
$100. Write Mr. Ed Benovy, Coll Bureau
Mg. Record Club of Am. York, Penn.
17401.
MUSCULAR, ATHLETIC MALE Students wanted for photographic studies.
Phone Menlo Park, 854-0221, after 6:30
P.m. weekdays, anytime weekends.
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST for wellknown Co. engaged in educational
services. 15 hrs./wk. at $2.25/hr. Some
typing, 50-60 words per min. Call 293.
8U8S8HIERS NEEDED for College Theatre
Productions. Apply Drama Office. SD
212 or call Chark Lui. 266-6140 eves.
MODELS for Sparta Life Magazine. Soo
Dick Bacon at JCI 17 1:30 to 3:30
EGE MEN. Pad -time work. full.
tCdrrnaClielLYLpay. Single working girl clientel.
$200/mo. Salary or incentive program
Must have car. For interview appointment call 295.3310 ext. 37.
EVELYN WOOD READING Dynamics
_ ,
availloablloe
in San Jose : ; ,
students in
293-8881.
forested in
RELIABLE MALE STUDENT f r li-;111
Jaritorial
secur,
I
from
. SJS. Appro.. 1
p.m. to 11:30 p.m. 2984561.
HOUSING 151
WE NEED A ROOMMATE immediately.
Female, upper division. willing to pay
$42.50/rno. Call 287-4798.
DESPERATELY NEED male roommate to
share one bdrm apt, with one other.
547.50/mo. 712 S. 10th #3.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
apt. $60 per month, pool. 620 South
9th. *2.
MALE UPPER DIV. Roommate to share
Apt. at Royal Lanai. Call 259-5668
after 4:30.

MOTHER OLSON’S
CORVAIR WAGON. Stick shift. HOUSE Besi ; d
Atter 6 p.m. $250. 253.2722.
maid servir,
Fernand 293.6345
FOR SALE 131

HAIRCUTS $1.00. San Jose Barber Col.
SPACIOUS DELUX APT. f,teF a, e U
Girl. $56/month. Jan. Free. Close to tege, 145 West Santa Clara St. San
Jose.
campus Call 26’ 1640
STUDENT TYPING in ’my home. Fast,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
LOST AND FOUND (6)
Phone 244-658t.
TYPING. All versions. 50c
SUPERIOR
LOST DALMATION. Male. 9th & Wit. -r-s. Oct. 14. 8 months old. Reward. a page. Mimeo slightly higher in price.
Near
SJS.
293-4700.
Miss Carey.
C... 298-2049.
HELM I lost my silver bracelet -type
TRANSPORTATION (9)
watch. Oct. 17. If you found it, PLEASE
Call 298-0977. Reward.
REWARD: Lost black wallet. Contains WANTED: Ride to SJS from Curtner
valuables. No questions asked. See & Meridian area, T lk Th mornings for
Ralph in Spartan Daily Ad Office if 8:00 class. Call Joyce 2664553. Share
expenses.
found.
PERSONALS 171

URGENTLY NEED RIDE from SJS to
Newark on T-Th at 4:30. Will share
e.penses. Call Sue at 797-8646.

BECOMING ENGAGED? Et unsure
about the diamonds? Learn about it
before any purchase. If you like, design
your own ring. Quality diamonds at low
prices. Contact Jim Self at 286-0964.

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. Ride from
SJS to Cupertino on Tues. & Thurs
Call Roseann. 287.0497.

GRAD. STUDENT NEEDS a ride to
Acoeles. Can leave Friday after 11:311.
OH WOW!
A 295.9753.
Don, Gene, Gary, Ron, Mike, Don. OH Cal
WOW!
BICYCLE TAPE --A dollar a foot. Phone:
Ginger 293 0400. Leave message.
SERVICES (8)
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
true surrice
ESCHES. Free de
No contract. Call 251-2598.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Exparie-ced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec.
Pic. Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tarnberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
CUSTOM
MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, married,
sharing water. George Larimore. Old
Town. Los Gatos. 354.8804.
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles. 948.1 78 I .
NEW PEGGY’S ... ANCIENT SUEDE,
LEATHER, FUR. Open daily 12-7 p.m.
1408 Market nr, 10th S.F. 55201613.

TERM PAPERS. theses, etc.
BOARDING TYPING
+nen. Linen & Reasonable. Will edit. All work guaranteed.
294-3772.
237 E. San
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.
exPerienced & fast. Phone 269.8674.

I

9:30-1 1:30
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Sparfan Daily

HELP WANTED 141

Classifieds.

MAN OR WOMAN. Full or Part-time
nr
,
In ynur Se.11001
Salad. Ice
Cream Vending Truck Route. 30-50%
Comm. Good earnings. 358 N. Mont.
zomery. 297.4228. 9-11 a.m. Mr. Elliot+.

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

e
’You KNowIBES

IT woRRIES ME JUST him’ FAR some OF
CRAZY KIPS ARE’ WILLING TO GO JUST TO act GRAcE.

CLASSIFIED RATES

4,e.C.A*
Mr1 MS Ell NM EN MN ME MN INE

0

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

One day

Two days

Three days

Four days

Five days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

..50

.50

.50

.150

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Personals M
Help Wanted (4)
Announcements (1)
Automotivis (2)
FOI Sale

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

MWF

OLYMPIA PORTABLE typewriter. Edicallent condition. Phone 297-1282.

Add this
amount for
each add’
bona! hne

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

10:30-12:30

DOUBLE BED, Box spring meffress &
frame $20. 738-4130 after 5:30.
ASAHI PENTAX 35mm camera. 1.4
lens. 2 months old. Was $310 new, but
now asking only $175. Call 258.7264.

r linos
4 linos
5 linos
6 lines

Come to:

Tues.-Thurs.

GUITAR - Beautiful wood and finish
Secrif,
-0 $50. Call Mike 293-1231
between
a.m. and 10:30 a.m.

M,rumum
Three lines
One day_

To Place
an ad:

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

MAKE YOUR OWN BEER, wine, and
beef jerky. All recipes for only $5.00
Bonanza Formula Co. 300 Baja Sol Dr.
Santa Crw. Calif. 95060.
REFRIGERATOR. Portable. Kenmore. 3
-s ^0,1 Must sell. 6 nu. feat. $35.
C.. I
rro 286.8143 fl,,OS.
STEREO. PORTABLE, Zenith. Almost
:-::nntly $87. Now SW. Call
,
286 8143 evenings.
12 STRING GUITAR, accoustical belly
with n t’,i t sound. Must sell. $75 nr
best t
Celt 287-5107.
-

MALE AND FEMALE
$3.26 por hour
After short training period. Hours flexi
ble. Serviring customers in San Jose.
Requirements: Neat appearance, car
& Phone. Fu lot Brush Co. Mr. Osbot,o
264.0699.

16rG’’

246-6265

Spartan Daily Classifieds

31

11 Concerts - $13.75 $16.25, $17.50, $19.75, $22.00

Pia4 tic /Void

oar specialty

400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900

22 C,ncerts - $27.50, 32.50, 35.00,
$39.50 $44.00

Available Through:
STUDENT TICKETS

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS GREAT OFFER

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats

57th Season Begins Dec. 4-Opera House
prices:

S.J.S. Students receive a 10% discount at Plastic
World, supplier of Plexeglas’, resins, molds, and other
plastics.

One Day Service

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

Expert BarberN

tit r CLFANERS

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

.Serring San

Styling

STATE STUDENTS
ATTENTION !

Owens Corning Fiberglas. Majors, BS/MS IE, ME, CE, Acctg.,

Art Cleaners

II

Razor Cuts

Convair Div. of General Dynam- Mktg., other technical degrees con.
ics’. Majors, BS ’MS EE, ME; BS - sidered.
1E; N1S-Math, CE.
Borg Warner Corp. Majors, BS/
Broadway Department Stores. MS ME, IE, Ind. Arts.
Majors, Business, Mktg., F:nglish,
Horne Economics, Liberal Arts.
Niwal Area Audit Service. Majors, BS/MS Acctg.

f3S MS

-0-

10% Student Discount

1

SAN FRANCISCO
SYMPHONY
J OS EF
I’S ignagi4

Ticket

January graduate’s may sign
up for appointment,’ In the
Placement Center, 122 S. Ninth
St., Building AA. SIgnups, begin
elUil Tuesday before and up to
the day of the tritenlew.

MANNY S 0

By

Job Interviews

-0-

0 Housing (5)
Lod and found BD

Services (I)
0 Trensportation(9)

Print Noma

For

Address

Enclosed Is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CIASSIFIERS.
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN lOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad b ewer.

